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onenote is a note-taking application that has become so useful to me that i do most of my note
taking in it. yes, there are other note-taking applications. onenote is different from many of them in

that it is a hybrid application. the application itself doesn't save the text you enter, but rather, stores
all of your notes as xml (a document markup language that lets you add tags to items within a

document). you can then view the notes as a traditional document, edit them, or close the
application and have them re-inserted into the application's notes. this approach may be a bit

confusing at first, but after you start to understand the format of onenote's notes, you'll realize that
onenote is really just a front end for the xml format. onenote is also a fairly simple application, and
its usability is very intuitive, with a few exceptions. how easy is it to find the information you need?
one of the big complaints about onenote is that it doesn't store your notes in a traditional document
format, so users will need to find the notes when they need them. after my first two months of using
onenote, i couldn't find my notes. luckily, the notes are stored in a folder, and i had a search feature

that let me find the notes i wanted. i was also initially confused about which folder to use as the
default notes folder. it took a few days of fumbling around to figure out that the default notes folder
is actually just the first sub-folder of the main onenote folder. i was also a bit surprised at the lack of

a simple search feature that would have made locating my notes much easier (and saved me
countless hours of trial and error).
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onenote supports a number of note types, including text notes, checklists, task lists, tables, drawing,
audio, video and web clips. you can also drag and drop files into notes, and attach files to notes.

since onenote doesn't save your notes, it's important to remember that as you're writing them, so
will be onenote. as such, it's also important to remember to save them regularly, and to not

overwrite any changes you've made to a document. onenote is a great application for taking notes. i
find myself using it on an almost daily basis. that said, i have some issues with onenote that are
causing me to look elsewhere for notes. one, the gui is sluggish. the ui is similar to that of word

(which is not a bad thing). but this can lead to slower note-taking (especially on older machines). my
main complaint with onenote is that it doesn't save your notes, so i have to close onenote and

reopen it before taking more notes. this can be a bit of a pain. it's easy to get started with onenote.
you need to sign up for an account with the web site if you don't have one already. if you do already
have an account, you can go right to the main screen. all you need to do is open onenote and start

taking notes. in order to create an account, you need a microsoft account (one that you already
have, such as a hotmail, live, or outlook account). onenote can be used in two ways: as a one-note

application, and as a two-note application. as a one-note application, you use it like a pen and paper.
you write on the page as if you were in a notebook, and the page will automatically save to onenote
as a.one file. as you write, the.one file is copied to an offline storage location (typically the machine's

onedrive location). 5ec8ef588b
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